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The lecture explores the challenges faced by Buddhism in China during the early 
decades of the twentieth century, and the main approaches adopted by monastic 
leaders who sought to revive and reform their tradition. During this turbulent 
historical period, as China faced a host of internal problems and external 

adversities, Buddhists were able to creatively respond to the multifaceted encounter 
with modernity by embarking on a difficult task of rebuilding their ancient religion 
and making it relevant to modern life. Some Buddhist leaders, such as Taixu (1890–
1947), pursued a radical reformist agenda of far-reaching modernization. Others, 
such as Xuyun (1840–1959), adopted more traditional approaches grounded in 

renewed commitments to canonical texts, normative viewpoints, and long-established 
practices. The historical importance of these events is still readily observable in 
contemporary China, as the ongoing revival of Buddhism in important respects 

represent continuation or adaptation of earlier ideas and paradigms. 
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